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What do I do?

•  I use imaging of the heart and large arteries to understand the 
causes of heart attack and stroke

•  I use machine learning and artificial intelligence techniques to predict 
heart attack and stroke

•  I collaborate with engineers, medics, computer scientists, 
mathematicians and biologists



How can we assess disease activity with imaging? 

•  Although we have good diagnostic tests 
for atherosclerosis, risk prediction remains 
poor

•  >50% of sudden coronary deaths occur in 
people without prior knowledge of their 
disease 

•  We still don’t fully understand why some 
people with CVD, but not others, develop 
clinical events

Tarkin JM, et al.  Circ Res 2016	



Risk stratification – DOTATATE PET

Engineering/ Maths / Stats EPSRC Programme / Computer science

Anatomy Inflammation Mechanics

Risk stratification – NaF PET

Radiomics

Circ Imaging 2016; JACC 2017a; JACC 2017b; Nat Revs Cardio 2016; Nature Comms 2015 

Prediction of Heart Attack and Stroke – �
Imaging, Engineering and Machine Learning



What else do I do?

•  Strong interest in science 
communication

•  Digital media editor at Heart 
Journal (BMJ family)

•  Podcaster – 30 shows per year
•  Tweeter (@jhfrudd, 

@Heart_BMJ)
•  Tech-lover – productivity site – 

medbytes.tv



What did I do this summer?

•  I was awarded a British Science 
Association Media Fellowship

•  Took a 4 week sabbatical from 
my job

•  Worked full-time at the 
Guardian newspaper as a 
science journalist



British Science Association

1881 



Why?

Fellowship aims:
•  “Bridge the communication gap 

between journalists and 
scientists

•  Address mistrust between the 
media, scientists and doctors

•  Improve the quality of science 
stories in the press”



Media Fellowships

Fellowship Outcomes:
•  “Overcome journophobia
•  Write better
•  Learn how to communicate 

your research to general 
audience

•  Work to deadlines
•  Learn about new media”



My experience at The Guardian

•  Bewildering
•  Loud
•  Intense
•  Exciting
•  High-pressure
•  Lunch at the desk
•  Lots of slang I didn’t 

understand
•  i.e. like a hospital!



Life cycle of a news story

•  Find the story – EurekaAlert, tip-off, personal contact
•  Read the embargoed paper and press release
•  Interview an author plus 1-2 others
•  Write it up (450 – 600 words for news). 4 hours including interviews
•  Only write copy. No headline. No photos
•  Send to desk editor
•  They send to sub-editors
•  They send to SEO desk
•  Published online (into newspaper depending on metrics)



Rules for writing news stories�
(and press releases!)

•  Keep it simple. Tabloids 11 yrs. Broadsheets 14 yrs
•  Facts only – NO OPINIONS ON THE SCIENCE
•  Real world context – how does it affect the average person?
•  Call-backs to prior research coverage and external links (BHF)
•  Use quotes to tell the story. Direct quotes best. Not from the press 

release (“churnalism”)



Rules for writing news stories�
(and press releases!)

•  “Transform an entire banquet 
into a perfect piece of sushi”

•  Total opposite to writing a 
research paper

•  No-one cares which journal 
the research was published in

•  Most only read first paragraph



My experience at The Guardian



Online vs. Print?

•  Mirrors the struggle of traditional paper science journals vs. online
•  As print circulation shrinks, online much more important
•  Emphasis on metrics - SEO desk - 8 full-timers
•  Importance of new channels of engagement - podcasts – multiple 

award-winning podcasts.
•  Create a  ‘community’



Podcasting



The importance of metrics and targeting



Online to print



Quiz

•  What do the following terms mean?
•  “Banging out”
•  “Have you checked the furniture with legal yet, James?”
•  “Can you re-top this in 2 hours, please James?”
•  “The Backbenchers want to know who you are, why you’re here and why 

you keep writing stories about gonorrhoea!”



Chance conversations with editors have 
consequences!





What are The Guardian looking for?

Understand what the media are looking for in a story:
“When it comes to news, a story has to earn its place - marginal health 
gains, a study reiterating well-known links or ideas, or studies where 
more words are used on caveats than the study itself are unlikely to 
make the cut. Science and health stories should share and 
probe significant research developments, air important debates, hold 
scientists to account or reveal the wonder of the world. There are other 
criteria, but those are my top ones!” - Nicola Davis, The Guardian



What are The Guardian looking for?

“There are all sorts of rules of thumb, and you'll notice that we disagree 
pretty much every day on what is and isn't a (decent) story.  Would you 
tell your non-sciencey mates about it? Would your mum care about it? If 
not, then maybe it's not a good story, or maybe you don't have the right 
angle on it. Everything from scientific importance; impact on our views 
of the universe / ourselves; plain wow factor or craziness all feed in.”

“I don't at all feel that we have to cover stuff because others will - there 
are plenty of stories we leave that are bound to end up in other papers. 
Where it gets a little trickier is when there's a dubious story coming up 
that will doubtless get a lot of coverage, often because it has public 
health consequences, and in that case I'll want us to have our version 
out there.” Ian Sample, The Guardian



What are The Guardian looking for?

•  My views on what they like?
•  Pregnancy stories
•  Sex and STIs
•  Robots
•  AI – moving away. Over-hyped
•  Stories on common diseases, even if not ground-breaking science
•  Climate change does badly. Rainforests, the worst

•  Breastfeeding and pre-eclampsia stories – to me, humdrum – to the 
Guardian – essential to cover



When no scientist steps up…



How was the BSA scheme useful to me?

•  Better writer – deadlines – not perfect – Hemingway, not Proust
•  Learned how to pitch a story to an editor and write a better PR
•  Wide range of media contacts, not just at host institution
•  Appreciate that what a scientist/university/funder deems really 

important may not be of any importance to the paper’s audience.
•  Better grant applications - The public engagement section is now 

very easy to fill in.  
•  The bottom line is I have a better idea of the priorities, pressures 

and preferences of the national press in covering science





How is the BSA scheme useful to a University?

•  Links between press office, academics and the media are improved
•  Raises the profile of my own institution as a trusted go-to source for 

input on stories
•  Post-placement workshops - like this!
•  Helping clinical and scientific colleagues to trust the media and work 

with them (Ed and Greg)



How is the BSA scheme useful to The Guardian?

•  Keep up to date with the work of practicing researchers
•  Free pair of hands
•  Fellows from different disciplines ask original questions about stories
•  Help with background research on stories
•  Access to exclusive stories
•  Contacts in academia after placement for quotes and stories



Getting your research covered in the media



Getting your research covered in the media

•  Do excellent, interesting, life-affirming research!
•  Work with the press office of your university and funder to raise 

interest at time of publication
•  Making the most of your publication:

- Use social media in a savvy way
- Be available to journalists on ridiculous deadlines. They 
appreciate it.

•  Attend a ‘working with the media’ day e.g. in the clinical school. 



Working with the media - specifics

•  Prepare in advance even if you only have a few minutes to do so
•  What are your main messages? - Write down 3 major points
•  Find a quiet room for telephone interviews
•  Don’t do interviews in a rush (Not before clinic, on-call etc)
•  Practice speaking in short sentences using everyday language
•  Don’t lie or exaggerate – stay in your comfort zone
•  24 hour news cycle - you may get bumped if major news breaks
•  Don’t ever expect to check the copy



The Future

•  I will continue freelancing for The Guardian, particularly from 
conferences

•  Registered with the Science Media Centre
•  Delivered a popular talk at the BHF
•  Working with Craig Brierley in University research communications 

office
•  Pitch me your stories!



Final message!







What are The Guardian looking for?

“It's whether it's interesting to our audience, i.e. intellectually curious lay 
readers. So that could be because it's a groundbreaking study, or 
because it's exceptionally silly.

When commissioning, I definitely feel that I have to cover the most 
important stories that everyone will cover, but am also very happy to 
leave a lot of stories that other papers will do if they're bad studies or 
old news. But there's no right (or wrong) answer - for better or worse, I 
trust my instincts combined with the thoughts of the reporters, and 
hope that works out. 

And I suppose that means a balance of silly and serious, but always 
honest and accurate and not sensationalised.“ Alan Evans, The Guardian



BHF video at The Guardian

BHF video - 
https://medium.com/british-heart-foundation/meet-the-bhf-researcher-
making-the-news-2106b5560cd


